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Abstract: The successful convening of the Nineteenth National Congress of the Party has also made new arrangements for the current education work and enriched the theory of socialist education with Chinese characteristics. General Secretary Xi attaches great importance to the healthy growth of college students, especially the contemporary college students, they are the future builders of the country. Their health is related to the development of the country and the future of the nation. Therefore, we should pay attention to the evolution and inheritance of the history of the party and government in colleges and universities, analyze and study the contents of the teaching work of the party and government history in colleges and universities in the new period, and add the innovative consciousness into the scope of educational research to provide more help for the development of college students.

1. Introduction

With the acceleration of the social modernization process in our country, the education work in colleges and universities keep pace with the times Education The Focus of Development Transfer to Party and government history Among them, universities The heavy responsibility To the party and government In - depth study of culture History Education for Party and Government Work into a profound exploration and research, constantly adhere to innovation, especially on Party and government history Education To carry out the work. New The exploration of Student's concern Study on the History of Party and Government Work, and Guidance Teachers use the innovative guidelines of the Party and government to effectively carry out Education Work is education and teaching harmonious development and complete the development of Party and government history education in colleges and universities.

2. The Motivation of Party and Government History Education in Colleges and Universities

The development of party and government history education in colleges and universities can help students to release more passion and vitality in their study, obey the arrangement of teachers, and learn the outstanding achievements in the field of party and government spirit. We should focus on the study of the history education of the Party and government, and make use of the Party's value thought, behavior idea and emotional attitude as the core of education[1]. Through the study of party and government history education, enhance the "soft power" of our culture, release more connotation of party and government history education into education and teaching, and give full play to the political core role of party organization. We should devote ourselves to the historical education of the Party and government, insist on the innovation of our Party, create new educational contents and teaching methods, and improve the quality of education and teaching. The history education of the Party and government in colleges and universities is better integrated with the current educational activities, so as to give full play to the importance of the Party and government education and promote the quality of education and teaching[2].

Deepening the construction of Party and government history education in colleges and universities...
universities cannot only improve the level of scientific management of Party and government history education in colleges and universities, but also continuously build grass-roots organizations with Party organizations as the core, enhance our party's combat effectiveness and cohesion in the development of socialist economy, and even influence the new generation to shoulder more strategic significance to realize the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation. To raise the scientific level of the Party and government history education, the key content is to enhance the basic ability of the Party and government history education work. The study of the "five modernizations" construction carried out by the school party committee provides the standard for the further development of the party and government history education work, according to the "five modernizations" content as the basic content of the party and government history education work, and has the pertinence to complete the relevant work task arrangement, the standardization, the procedure to do well the relevant activities in the party and government history education work.

Deepening History Education for Party and Government Work can effectively promote the basic level of colleges and universities History Education for Party and Government The construction needs of the work, especially the continuous study and reform in recent years, only constantly adapt to the new era History Education for Party and Government The new opportunities and new requirements of the work can further carry out the task of striving for excellence first and strengthen History Education for Party and Government On the basis of the work, deepen the standard of construction requirements, and gradually complete History Education for Party and Government The standardization of work makes our country education work becomes more meaningful.

3. The History Education of the Party and Government

Strengthen the timeliness of education and teaching Based on the history education and teaching work of the Party and government, we should formulate a scientific educational policy, give full play to the enthusiasm and initiative of the students, and complete the study of the contents of the course with the spirit of innovation. More OK Help Students Proceeding Ideological and political Teaching Work, let Students Establishment correct consciousness, adequate Awareness Party and government history education Significant.

Overcoming Dilemma, expand Education and teaching Scope Use of Party and Government History Education and Teaching Innovation The way to proceed teaching, teaching Students Return Study The essence of letting students Fun to participate in class Education and teaching reflect current education an important breakthrough in reform. At the same time, it is also necessary to help students improve the learning ability of party and government history education, and the school should also help students improve their learning ability. Yes Perfection Self Education Management mechanism, will Some Inclusion of extracurricular activities in normal teaching Scope of activities for students Provide learning support. We can set up a network teaching platform, use fragmented time to carry out flexible teaching, meet the requirements of education and teaching anytime and anywhere, and expand the scope of education[2]

To improve learning motivation and cultivate good study habits, students should establish the will to study the history of the Party and government in order to participate in the current educational activities. Therefore, students should be strengthened For The course The idea Recognize, from It changes deep down The teaching of party and government history is single and boring To learn the historical contents of the Party and government, to become a state builder in the new era and to cultivate a good one Learning habit, achievement the bright future of society (see Fig.1).
4. Effective Implementation of Party and Government History Education

4.1. Upholding Humanism is at the Core of Education

Party and government history education work should fully reflect the value concept of people-oriented, highlight the respect for human dignity, life, rights, only in this way can enhance the sense of honor and disgrace of every student in the class, form a good class style, students in the class, can combine the standard thought with the individual thought of the class. Taking the ideological basis of the Party as the study standard, giving different students self-esteem and forming a good class style construction[3]. It is also possible to organize small groups of students in class groups so that the members of the group have a deeper understanding of each other, thus forming a team with high quality, strong ability and emphasis on people-oriented, so that the content of party and government history education can be spread more fully, so that the role of this spirit among students can be magnified infinitely, and a good atmosphere can be created to publicize and guide students' behavior and ideological work (figure 2).

4.2. Upholding Democracy is the Essence of Education

Democracy is the essence of contemporary education work, in the party and government history education, adhere to democracy, can maintain the unity of the class, strengthen students in each learning process, use their own autonomy, show their own charm. Teachers insist on treating students in an equal manner and carrying out the work of education and teaching. It is necessary not
only to maintain the authority of teachers, but also to do a good job of education and teaching, so as to ensure that the class students step by step, so as to make the implementation of the education work more perfect. In education and teaching, teachers should do a good job in setting up teaching contents, and carry out and implement them according to the contents, so that the contents of education and teaching can be carried out in an orderly manner, the contents of relevant education should be combed more clearly, the teaching work of party and government history education should be standardized, democracy should be carried forward, the potential of class students should be released, and the thinking and quality should be improved.

4.3. Persisting in Innovation is the Driving Force of Education

Insisting on innovation is the key to students' learning and the soul of education. The party and government history education content development, needs to study the innovation education teaching method unceasingly, for the overall development innovation talented person diligently. Take the Party as the main body, carry on the work of seeking knowledge and exchanging knowledge. Adhere to innovation, actively carry out all kinds of extracurricular activities, students through relevant extracurricular activities to complete their own quality and innovative ability to cultivate, so as to stimulate the internal learning motivation, can be new thinking, new perspective, stand in the forefront of the times, throughout the changes in society, to deal with the test of different problems. With a new core of thinking to meet innovation, this can be conducive to the development of party and government history education, conducive to the promotion of the historical process of socialism with Chinese characteristics (see figure 3).
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4.4. Persistence in Learning is the Key to Education

Party and government history education work, need to establish students adhere to the concept of learning, through continuous learning, to establish the vision of our party building culture. And take this vision as the guidance, carries on the deep study, trains more comprehensive development innovation talented person for the society. Teachers should pay attention to this process, insist on happy learning as the educational goal, take the party as the main body, and educate the students for knowledge, so that learning becomes a way for students to consciously urge themselves to study and live. By establishing the learning mechanism of different periods, teachers can examine the students' learning performance in different periods, encourage the students to achieve the learning goals, not only enhance the students' potential of self-learning, but also enhance the overall learning atmosphere of the class and optimize the learning situation.

Self-reliance on the founding of the party, always adhere to the country, the value of the pursuit of the nation, serve the people wholeheartedly. For the benefit of the people, you can sacrifice yourself. This value orientation, so that the party culture work generation after generation of inheritance, thus affecting the people from generation to generation. Whenever possible, it is necessary to carry forward the idea of adhering to the principle of serving the people, as well as the Party and government's historical and educational goals. The Party and government's cultural work will be quickly completed, students will be established to maintain the fundamental interests of the
people, expand their own inclusiveness, understand the interests of different social classes, adhere
to the study of the history of the Party and government, and let students set up the concept of
exemplary and leading role through different classes of work, culture and education, honor
exhibitions, etc., in the course of their study, they will constantly enhance their value orientation,
take the interests of the people as the fundamental principle, constantly promote the Party building
work for the people, enhance the sense of honor of the class and their own, and safeguard the
legitimate rights and interests of the Party.

5. Conclusion

College students are the main force in the modernization construction of our country, and the
health of their ideological growth is related to the basis of talent quality. Therefore, colleges and
universities should pay attention to the training of party and government history education, change
the teaching angle, raise the ideological level from the promotion, fundamentally strengthen the
comprehensive national strength of our country, fully realize the important significance of raising
the ideological level of college students, so as to take positive countermeasures.
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